The advantages and disadvantages of urban life
There are delights for city students. Of course, on the one hand, the oppression of parents is somewhat
suppressing and knocking out of balance, but there will definitely not be anything bad from such
increased care.
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There are other advantages when you live with your parents as a student:
• always warm and tasty food;
• clean and ironed bed;
• parental care and guardianship;
• help in learning and finding the right connections;
• lack of financial difficulties;
• lack of household problems, household chores;
• real help in case of illness.

So, a caring mom and dad are always there, and their help will be felt especially in difficult times, for
example, before a session or after a failure in an exam. However, sometimes such increased guardianship
strangles and interferes with the normal formation of an adult personality.

Other disadvantages include the following:
• round-the-clock control of parents;
• constant monitoring of progress;
• eternal moral teachings and internal conflicts in the family;
• struggle between generations of "fathers and children";
• leaving home, early marriages.

So the question arises, which is better - to live in a hostel or still remain under the care of your caring
parents. The opinions are controversial, but each student makes his own choice!

Relations of provincials with teachers

If a student is from a province, then the teacher is especially loyal to him, realizing that the “child” was
left without parental care and ended up in a big city.
This can be used, the main thing is not to get impudent, otherwise the loyalty will end very soon.
The teacher understands that the education system in the provinces leaves much to be desired, so even the
most strict teacher tries to explain the new topic to the provincial student more intelligibly.

Life-in-the-dorm
And the assessment system will be somewhat more loyal, you can safely count on receiving a scholarship.
Another important point: the teacher is attracted by the example and diligence of a provincial student who
demonstrates zeal in learning, polite attitude, punctuality and perseverance to knowledge.
Such enthusiasm cannot but rejoice, and teaching such a responsible student is pleasant and touching.
So we can safely conclude about the good-natured attitude of university teachers to provincial students.
However, according to statistics, such sympathy disappears already in the second year, when all the bad
habits of the student hostel and local friends are inherent in the once punctual provincial student.

The student dormitory spoils the provincials, and this trend is already observed at the end of the second
semester.
Night rest, carefree life, lack of parental care and control - all this allows you to quickly set foot on the
path of adulthood, which means that mistakes and oversights are definitely inevitable.
Including serious problems in relations with teachers, frequent conflict situations are not excluded. "

